The concepts of structural and behavioral isomorphism oil tessellation automata are investigated. Certain equivalence relations preserving one or both forms of isomorphism lead to standardizations of neighborhood structure. The concepts of blocking and the blocked structure play a central role. A weaker form of behavioral isomorphism is also introduced leading to further simplifications of standard neighborhood structure. Finally, a concept of simulation is investigated.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this report we continue our study of the tessellation automaton that was introduced in Yamada-Amoroso (1969) as a generalization of the tessellation structures of Moore (1962) . For the convenience of the reader, and since there are some corrections, we now briefly review the formal concepts introduced in Yamada-Amoroso (1969) .
The tessellation automaton (TA) is a structure
M -----(A, E a, X, I),
We can now complete the definition of the TA M as follows: 4. T, called the total input alphabet or total parallel transformation set, is the set of all parallel transformations definable for M. I, called the input alphabet or transformation set, is an arbitrary nonempty subset of T.
Let A be a state alphabet, let X be an n component neighborhood index for E a, let L = {~ ] ~ : A ~ --~ A}, and let T be the set of all parallel transformations definable with respect to A, E a, and X. It will be useful to define the bijection 3:L ~ T which takes a to the parallel transformation it defines. In particular, we shall often use 3-1(I) to express the set of local transformations needed to define I.
With respect to an arbitrary TAM = (A, E a, X, I), cells i and j are said to be immediate neighborhood related if there is a component ~ of X such that either j = i + ~ or j = i --~e. We denote this relation by RN. We say that cells i and j are neighborhood related if either i = j or there is a sequence of cells k0, k I ,..., k~ (m >~ 1) such that i = k0, j = k~, and kqRukq+ 1 for all 0 ~ q < m. This latter relation, which is clearly an equivalence relation, is denoted by RN*. We call the partition Ea/RN * = {A0, A 1 ,...} the lamination of the array. If #(Ee/RN *) > 1, (# denotes the cardinality of a set), we say that M is laminated and we call the equivalence classes laminal subarrays. E a with operator ring Z, the set of integers, forms a free module under the operations of componentwise sum of d-tuples and multiplication of a d-tuple by an integer. A0, the equivalence class in Ea/RN * containing 0 a = (0, 0,..., 0), is a free submodule of finite type. (See Section III of Yamada-Amoroso (1969) If/~, is a structural homomorphism of M 1 into 3/2, if each component of/x 8 is bijective, and if/~;1 = (/~;-1,/~;-1,/~1,/~-1) is a structural homomorphism of M e into 21//1, then M 1 and M 2 are said to be structurally isomorphic and/~8 is then called a structural isomorphism.
Let C 1 and C~ be the sets of (array) configurations for nonlaminated TA M I= (A1,E a,X 1,I1) and M 2= (Ae, E a, X 2, I~) . An If/x b is a behavioral homomorphism from M 1 into Me, if each component of/~b is bijective, and if /x; -1 = (/~1,/x;-1) is a behavioral homomorphism of M e into M1, then 3I 1 and M~ are said to be behaviorally isomorphic, and /x b is said to be a behavioral isomorphism (from M 1 onto M~).
In Yamada-Amoroso (1969) it is shown that if M 1 and M~ are structurally isomorphic then they are also behaviorally isomorphic. The result was stated there for TA with arbitrary input alphabets; however, the proof as presented is only correct for total input alphabets. Also,/~e must be an injection. 1 Finally, considering only nonlaminated TA will save a lot of unnecessary detail later, and in view of Theorem IV.2 of Yamada-Amoroso (1969) the limitation is natural.
II. SOME PRELIMINARY EQUIVALENCES
We begin by considering a number of natural "structural" equivalences over an arbitrary class [M (A,a.T) ] of all TA of some fixed dimension d, all having a common state alphabet A, #A > 1, and all having total parallel transformation sets.
We might have considered the more natural and larger class resulting from relaxing the requirement for identical state alphabets and assumed only that their cardinalities be identical. However, the class chosen will avoid many unnecessary complications.
Consider the following equivalence relations over [M(A'a'T)]:
M1R~xM 2 <:
where in each case, X z and X 2 are the neighborhood indices for M 1 and Me, and where Ao(X ) denotes the laminal subarray (submodule of E a) generated by the components of X.
With S (n,a) denoting the set of all n-component neighborhood indices for E a, and with 2~n), 1 ~ k ~< n! denoting the distinct permutation operators on the components of any X eS (~,a), we can define another equivalence relation over [M ('4,a,r) ] as follows: M1R~Me ~ 2~ n). X 1 = X 2 for some k, 1 ~< k ~< n!, where X 1 , X 2 are in 3 (n,a) and are the neighborhood indices for M 1 and M e . The inclusion (i.e., refinement) relation among the relations introduced so far, and others to be introduced later, are shown in Fig. 4 R~ is the only relation introduced so far that implies structural isomorphism.
III. EQUIVALENCE INDUCED BY COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION
Let 0 = (01 ,..., 0e) be a basis for module E a. Let the bijection (coordinate transformation) 5oe : Ea---~ E a be defined by ~oo(i ) =j <=~j = (Jl ,...,Jd) where i =jlO1 @ ... @jdOa. We define equivalence relation R~ over [M (A.a'r) ] as follows: MIR~M 2 ~, there exists a coordinate transformation 9)0 on E a such that X 2 = (~0o(~:1),... , ~oo(6:n) ) where X 1 = (~:l ,--., ~:n) and X1, Xe are the neighborhood indices for •I z and M 2 .
The following informal remarks should help to motivate this definition. The reader can visualize a two-dimensional array of machines one positioned at each lattice point in the plane. The elements of E 2 can be considered as naming the machines. The situation where, for any i e E 2, i names the machine situated at lattice point i, can be considered the standard naming of the array. Suppose now that the neighborhood interconnection specified by some X = (~i ,..-, sen) is now "wired" into the array. Holding the positioning of the machines and their interconnecting wires fixed, if we rename machine i, for each i e E 2, by calling it now machine ~oo(i), then the interconnection pattern with respect to the renamed array is now (9o(~1),.-., 9o(~n)).
If M1R~M2, then using the bijection 9o one can easily define a structural isomorphism from M 1 onto M~. We therefore have THEOREM I. For nonlaminated M 1 = (A, E a, X 1 , "111) Let S ta) denote the set of all neighborhood indices for d-dimensional arrays, and let B(E d) denote the set of all bases of module E a. For any X = (~1 ,..., ~) in 3 (a) and any 0 = (01 ,..., 0a) in B(Ea), let Dk be the set of all (distinct) k-th components of the d-tuples 9o(~i), 1 ~< i ~< n. 9o is the (coordinate transformation) mapping defined in Section III. We define
Intuitively, sk(O , X) is the maximum "separation" between any two cells from among any cell i and its neighbors, along the k-th coordinate for "naming" 9o. Note that the last two terms in the expression defining sk(O, X) are for the case where i is not a neighbor of itself (i.e., 0 a is not a component of X) and the h-th components of these cell names are all positive or all negative. The affected cell i is always included in the spread computations for reasons that should become clear.
For any 0 e B(E a) and any X E ~(a) we define S(O, X) as the d-tuple (sl (O , X),..., sa(O, X) ) whose components are the respective 0k-spreads of 9o(X). Let fo.x(1) = max S(O, X), i.e., the maximum component value. Let ~x(1) = min{~o.x(1) IO E B(Ea)}, i.e., as 0 is varied over all bases, we want the minimum of the set of all maximum components for some O.
Let Yx(1) = {0 ~ B(E ~) I fo,x(1) = ~x(1)}, i.e., the set of all bases that give this "minimized" maximum component. We shall see later that all these sets always contain more than one element. Note also that different bases in Yx(1) may have the maximum component value at different component positions. i.e., the maximum value of any component not equal to one already Let [(A, E a, X, T) ]e, be an arbitrary equivalence class induced on [M (A,a,r)] by R~. We define the equivalence relations Rr, x(k) 
where X 1 and X 2 are the neighborhood indices for M 1 and M 2 .
Clearly The definition of a standard basis that would minimize, in some meaningful way, the spread of a neighborhood with respect to all its coordinate transformations, could be given in the following alternative way. We could define go.x(1) as the minimum value among the component values in S (O, X) , and then by varying O over B(Ea), we could define Hx(1 ) as the set of all those bases that minimize this (now) minimum component. We can now proceed much as we did above for the Yx(k), now minimizing the minimum among the components so far not minimized, and obtain the sets of bases
If we let S(6), X) be the permutation on the d components of S(6), X) such that they are increasing in order of magnitude from left to right, then we have
PROPOSITION 4. For any X ~ E~a~, if 6) ~ Hx(d), then there does not exist a 7 ~ B(Ea) such that S(7 , X) ~ S(O, X).
Analogously to Yx(d), we can define Hx(d), which will also be finite. We shall call these the rain-rain standard bases for X, and S(6), X), 6) ~ Hx(d), will be called the rain-rain standard spread for X. Hx(k) and Yx(k) each contain more than one element.
At this time we do not know whether or not a min-min standard basis leads, in fact, to the same neighborhood structure as a rain-max standard basis, although we doubt it does. Also, we do not know whether the algorithm to obtain such standard bases is known.
Since no permutation of the components of X seems better than any other, any automaton in a class induced on [M (a,a,rl] 
K o +j = {i +j]i~Ko}.
We shall refer to B(Ao, Ko) as a (cover) blocking of E a, and the subset elements of a blocking will be called blocks.
PROPOSITION 1. B(A o , Ko) is a partition on E a if and only if for each An ~ Ea/Ao , #(An (~ Ko) = 1.
When a kernel block defined from a submodule A 0 defines a blocking that is a partition on E a, we shall denote the kernel block by Po rather than K o . Such a cover blocking B(Ao, Po) will be called a partition blocking. The following are some easily verified properties of partition blockings. This example illustrates the following result.
PROPOSITION 6. If A o is a proper nontrivial submodule of E a, d > 1, then there are infinitely many kernel blocks definable from A o each yielding a distinct blocking for the fixed A o .
EXAMPLE 2. Given K o ----{(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)} for E ~, there are exactly three distinct partition blockings possible, i.e., three distinct A~0 °, i = 1, 2, 3, such that K 0 and A~o i) determine a partition blocking. There are exactly five more submodules that together with K o determine five distinct nonpartition cover blockings. This illustrates
PROPOSITION 7. For arbitrary kernel block Ko, with respect to E a, if #K o is finite, then there are only finitely many submodules A o such that K o and A o determine a blocking of E a.
There are cases where, for a finite Po, there is only one A o such that Po and A o determine a partition blocking. For example, Po = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1)}. If K o (or Po) is infinite, then the number of distinct submodules A o such that A o and K o (or Po) determine a blocking (partition blocking) may be finite or infinite. EXAMPLE 3. If K 0 = {(z, 0) lz ~Z}, then any of the infinitely many laminal submodules generated by a single element of the form (z, 1), z ~ Z, would determine the same blocking of E 2.
only the A 0 generated by (1, 1) would give rise to a blocking ofE 2 for this Po. P0 can trivially be altered to make this example one for nonpartition blocking.
Any nonempty finite subset of E a can serve as a kernel block K 0 for some cover blocking, but finite subsets of E a that cannot be kernel blocks for any submodule for a partition blocking exist and are easily constructed. Moreover, even though all blocks of any blocking of E a must be of the same size and "shape," and must be periodic in d mutually independent directions, these conditions are not sufficient that such a partition of E a be a blocking. For example, the partition of the form {(m, 4n), (m, 4n + 2)} {(m, 4n + 1), (m, 4n + 3)}, m, n ~Z, could not be a blocking ofE a. Po would have to be {(0, 0), (0, 2)}, #(Ea/Ao) would have to be two, and (0, 1) being in either of these two cosets leads to a contradiction.
Propositions 8, 9, and 10 below will play a role later in Section VIII.
PROPOSITION 8. Let Po be the finitely many cells including 0 a of E a enclosed by a paralMotope all of whose edges are parallel to the coordinate axes used for naming the cells. There exists then a laminal submodule A o that together with Po determines a partition blocking of E a.
Let (p be the coordinate system on E a determined by basis O = (01 ,..., Oa), i.e., ~o : E a --~ E a is defined by 9(i) = (z 1 ,..., Za) if and only if i = zlO 1 + "'" + zaOa.
A collection B 2 of subsets of E a is called a coordinate transformation of a blocking if there exists a blocking B(Ao, Ko) and a coordinate system ~0 such that B 2 = {q~(K~) I K~ ~ B(Ao, Ko)}, where 9(Ki) = {cp(i) r i e Kj}.
PROPOSITION 9. A coordinate transformation of a blocking is a blocking, and if B 2 is the blocking determined by B(Ao, Ko) and 9, then

B~ = B(~(Ao), ~(Ko)).
On In view of this, we define the dimension of a blocking B(Ao, Ko) to be the dimension of A 0 .
If B 1 and B e are partition blockings of E a, then B 1 @ B e and B 1 • B e can be defined as the usual sum and product of partitions, i.e., B 1 -t-Be is the partition of E a such that i and j are in a common block if and only if there is a sequence i = i 1 , i s ,..., ik = j where i~ is in the same block as i~+ 1 in B 1 or B2, 1 ~< p ~< k --1; and B 1 • B e is the partition on E a such that i and j are in a common block if and only if they are in common blocks in B 1 and B e . It is easy to show that neither the sum nor the product of two partition blockings is necessarily a blocking.
The notion of a partition on a set has been generalized to the concept of a set system. The natural sum and product operations for set systems [see, e.g., Hartmanis-Stearns (1966) ] again do not necessarily preserve blockings.
It can be shown that for blockings B 1 and Be, if B 1 -1-B e is a blocking, then ks rank is at most the smaller of the ranks of B 1 and of B e ; and if B 1 • B e is a blocking, its rank is at least the larger of the ranks of B 1 and B2 • Informally, we might say that Proposition 2 states that "a blocking of a blocking (for any 0 (1)) -1) ), I). The neighborhood structure is indicated in Fig. l(a) . If we choose a blocking, e.g., the one shown in Fig. l(b) , then we could consider each block as being a cell capable of assuming four possible states. The blocked array could therefore be considered an array of these cells. To determine its next state, each of these four-state cells would have to have as neighbors the four-state ceils indicated in Fig. l(c) . Finally, naming each block with an ordered pair as indicated, e.g., in Fig. l(d) would yield an array with a neighborhood structure as indicated in Fig. l(e) . It should be intuitively clear from these remarks that a TAM = (A, E 2, ((0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, --1), (0, --1)),I') with #(A) = 4 can be defined which is behaviorally equivalent to 21//. This example should help to motivate the detailed general treatment that we now begin. Let p : J -~ J1 be defined by /x, : I -+ I 1 is defined from p in the obvious way, and is clearly a bijection.
The rest of the proof, though tedious, is straightforward. :: If M 1 is constructible from M by blocking, then the number of components in the respective neighborhoods need not be the same (see the example at the beginning of this section). This leads to PROPOSITION 2. There exist TA M and M 1 such that M and M 1 are behaviorally but not structurally isomorphic.
VIII. NEIGHBORHOOD STANDARDIZATIONS BY BLOCKING
In this section we show by means of blocking that any TA is behaviorally isomorphic to a TA with a neighborhood index of any of a number of standard forms.
By a (d-dimensional) partial Moore neighborhood index we shall mean an index X = (~1, se~ ,..., ~) where each component is an element of the set {(zl ,..., za) ] z~ ~ {--1, 0, 1}, 1% j ~ d}, and ~ =/= ~e if i :/= k.
A partial Moore neighborhood (for a d-dimensional TA) with (all) 3 a components will be called a Moore neighborhood index. This is the generalization to d-dimensions of what was used in Moore (1962) for the twodimensional case.
Using Propositions V.8 and VII.I, the following can be established.
PROPOSITION 1. For any TA 13//1, there exists a behaviorally isomorphic TA M s with a partial Moore neighborhood index, and M s is constructible from M 1 through a blocked structure arising from a partition blocking.
Trivially, the word partial can be dropped from the above statement. One could add the required components and let all parallel transformations be independent of these added components. This concept of "dummy neighbors" was discussed in Section III of Yamada-Amoroso (1969) .
If M 1 with partial Moore neighborhood index X 1 arises by a partition blocking from M s with neighborhood index 2(2, then if the structure of X2 is sufficiently complex, the structure of X 1 can be much simpler. It should be noted that there are cases however where X 1 turns out more complex than X~, even if X 1 is reduced (i.e., even if all dummy neighbors are removed). An example is shown below in Fig. 2. z"7"7 7" "2-2"2-2~ ~ 
643/I8/r-2
An appropriate coordinate transformation before blocking can lead, in some cases, to a simpler neighborhood index. An example of this is shown below in Fig. 3 . We now proceed to show that appropriate use of coordinate transformation and a partition blocking can always lead to a behaviorally isomorphic TA with a proper partial Moore neighborhood. First some preliminary concepts. (--1, --1, --1, --1,. .., --1, 1).
Oa =
Suppose ~o(i) = j, where i = (a 1 ,..., aa) and j = (b 1 ,..., ba), then (al , ..., This implies that Clearly each b~, 1 ~< i ~< d, is either 0 or has the same sign as aa. The proof is completed by Proposition 9 of Section V.
:: Lemma 2 can be strengthened such that M1R~M z .
By a (d-dimensional) partial equisignum standard neighborhood index we mean an equisignum neighborhood index which is also a partial Moore neighborhood index. By a (d-dimensional) equisignum standard neighborhood index we mean a "largest" partial equisignum standard neighborhood index, i.e., one with (2 a+l --1) components. Clearly the equisignum standard is a partial Moore but not a (total) Moore neighborhood index.
Using exactly the same construction process required to establish Proposition 1, we can also establish: We conjecture that Theorem 4 is as much as can be said concerning the reduction of neighborhood structure preserving behavioral isomorphism relative to the partition blocking concept. 3 This conjecture is a special case of the following more general open problem.
Let R n be an n-dimensional Euclidean space and let G be a group with n generators operating on R ~, i.e., for all g ~ G and all x ~ R', gx e R ~ and the mapping that takes x to gx is a homeomorphism from R ~ to R n. Further, (glg~)x = gi(g~(x)) and ex = x, for all x ~ R n, e being the identity for G. Among all possible groups G~ ~) operating on R ~, and among all fundamental ~(~) for each n, find a pair (~(n) F(n)~ such that regions ie(~) associated with ,~, ,
An obvious generalization is to remove the restriction to a Euclidean space. However, it may then no longer be relevant to the notion of tessellation automata as we defined it.
Nonpartition cover blockings can lead to the following further reduction in neighborhood structure.
By a (d-dimensional) yon Neumann neighborhood index we mean a (2d @ 1)-tuple X = (~:i ,.-., ~:2a+i) where one component is 0 a and the rest are each of the form (0,...,0, z, 0,...,0) where zE{1,--1}, i.e., each has exactly one nonzero component, that being either 1 or --1. X is called a partial yon Neumann neighborhood index if all its components are components of some yon Newmann neighborhood index. This is a generalization to d dimensions of the neighborhood used in yon Neumann (1966).
THEOREM 5. For any TA Mi, there exists a behaviorally isomorphic TA M s with a (partial) yon Neumann neighborhood index, and M S is constructible from a blocked structure (arising from a cover blocking).
The proof of this result can easily be translated into our framework from the proof given, e.g., in Cole (1966) .
We conjecture that Theorem 5 is as much as can be said concerning the reduction of neighborhood structure preserving behavioral isomorphism.
IX. EQUIVALENCE INDUCED BY NEIGHBORHOOD SHIFTS
Let X 1 and X 2 be neighborhood indices of d-dimensional TA. We say that X 2 arises from X 1 by shifting the affected cell by p, where p ~ Z a, if X2 = (~:1-P,..., ~--P), where X 1 ='(~1 ,.-., ~:~)-We express this by writing X2 = X1 --p.
A p-shift of a configuration can be defined as follows. Let cj and ck be arbitrary mappings from E a into A and p ~ Z a, then c~ is a p-shift of c~ if and only if for every i ~ E a,
PROPOSITION 1. If M 1 = (A, E a, X1, I1) and M 2 = (A, E a, X2 , I2) where X 2-=X 1-p for some p6Z a, and if-r let 1 and r 2~T 2 are both defined from the same local transformation, then for any c : E a --+ A, cr~ is a p-shift of c~-1 .
This proposition states that configurations are merely shifted and not "distorted" when transformed by corresponding transformations in TA whose neighborhoods are related by shifting of the affected cell. The laminations for two such TA, however, can be quite different. For example, it can be shown that for a two-dimensional TA with a neighborhood index X = ((0, 0), (2, 0), (0,--6), (2,--6)), by shifting the affected cell, i.e., by considering all indices X-p, p ~ Z 2, exactly eight different laminal submodules Ao(X-?) can be generated. Working out the details of this example can illustrate a number of facts about this shifting phenomenon. For example, even if shifting the affected cell changes the lamination number n 1 = #(Ea/Ao(X)) to n 2 = #(Ee/Ao(X-p)), neither of n I or n 2 may divide the other, and even if n a divides n 2 it may not be the case that one of Ao(X ) or Ao(X-p) contains the other. Also, not every divisor of #(Ea/A0(X)) is represented among the numbers #(Eg/Ao(X-O)) as p is varied. Finally, it is not always possible to obtain a nonlaminal TA from a laminated one by shifting the affected cell (even though the rank of A 0 equals the rank of Ea).
Some further properties of this neighborhood shifting are listed below. 
PROPOSITION 4. If X 2 • X 1 --p for some p ~ Ao(X1) , 0 a is a component of Xx, and 0 a is not a component of X2, then Ao(X1) = Ao(X2).
Clearly, from Proposition 1, if one were only interested in "patterns" of array configurations, one would equate two TA that differ only by a shifting of the affected cell. In line with this, we define the following equivalence relation over [M (A,a,T) ]. M1RsM ~ <:~ for some p ~ Z a, X 2 = X 1 --p where X1, X~ are the neighborhood indices for MI, M s .
THEOREM 5. For arbitrary TA 3/I1,342 ~ [M(A'a'r)], M1RA]/I~ does not imply that M 1 and M 2 are behaviorally isomorphic; hence, not structurally isomorphic as well.
A proof of this can easily be formulated from the following remark. A "nontrivial" configuration c which is a fixed point for a transformation r would not be a fixed point on a different TA related by R s for the corresponding transformation.
By the sum of two relations R 1 and R 2 we mean x(R 1 -~ R2)y if and only if there is a sequence x ----x 1 , x~ ,. .., xn = y such that either xiRzxi+z or xiR~xi+ 1 for all i, 1 ~ i ~< n --1.
The inclusion lattice for all the relations introduced and certain meaningful sums and products is shown in Fig. 4 , where R v is the universal relation over [M(A,a,T)]. R i is below R~. in the diagram if Ri is a proper refinement of Rj. Further, if two relations are not on a common descending path, then neither relation is included in the other. A standard representation of an equivalence class of R~ over [M (A,a,T) ] could reasonably be defined as a TA such that if its neighborhood index components are considered as lattice points in d-space, their center of gravity would be closest to the origin. It is easily seen that this standard representation would often not be uniquely determined.
X. WEAK BEHAVIORAL HOMOMORPHISM AND FURTHER NEIGHBORHOOD REDUCTION
Consider a TAM = (A, E a, X, I) with a designated a o ~ A that we shall refer to as the quiescent symbol. Let c o , q ,... be a sequence of configurations of M such that for k = 0, 1, 2,... c~+ 1 = ce%.k, zJk eI, and ck(i ) ~ a o for only finitely many i ~ E a. Suppose finally that for each ce in the sequence, the "patterns" of nonquiescent symbols are clustered near cell 0 a and that in each case they are bounded within some fixed area.
If a hardware version of M were actually constructed, the tessellation array would be approximated by a finite array of cells. For this situation, R s would clearly not be a natural equivalence since the patterns of nonquiescent symbols might drift right off the finite array if the neighborhood were changed by a p-shift.
At other times, e.g., in the setting of Yamada-Amoroso (1970) , R~ is an extremely natural relation.
In line with this, we now introduce a weaker form of a behavioral isomorphism. As we shall see below, this form of isomorphism can be made to relate TA insensitive to "pattern shifts."
Let C, C' and I, I' be the complete sets of array configurations and the parallel transformation sets for two d-dimensional TAM and M'. Let R and R' be two equivalence relations defined on the respective sets C and C' such that for any [cl] Consider again the class of TA with a quiescent symbol a 0 and let C be the complete set of finitely supported array configurations, i.e., C = (c ~ C [ c(i) ~ a o for only finitely many i ~ Ea}. The reader should be able to verify the following, through the use of the density of patterns to be represented in a given finite area [see Moore (1962) ].
THEOREM 5. With respect to C only, the standard neighborhood index is the simplest index to which any neighborhood index can be reduced preserving weak behavioral isomorphism between the respective TA.
The case for general C will be treated in the sequel. All neighborhood reductions discussed so far are summarized in Fig. 5 
XI. DECOMPOSITION AND SIMULATION
In this section we deal with a construction process that is a reversal of the process of inducing a behaviorally isomorphic TA by blocking.
Let C 1 and C~ be the complete array configuration sets for TAM 1 = (Az, Ed, X1, I1) and M 2 = (A2, E d, X2, I2), respectively.
We define a behavioral isomorphism from M1 into Ms, denoted by
M1 C~ M~,
as follows: M1 Cb 3/2 if and only if there exist injections/~0 : C1 --+ C~ and /z~ : I 1 --* 12 such that for any Q ~ C 1 and ~-z ~/z, ~0(q~l) --~0(q)" ~(~1).
We will also denote this by saying that M 2 simulates M 1 (in real time (r ~-k) where r is a neighbor of k in M 1 .
With T a the total set of parallel transformations for X 2 and A2, we define /~:I 1--~ T a such that for any ~leI, and for any Q~C1, t%(Q'rl)-~ /~c(cl)/z¢(rl). The construction of/~¢ is tedious but clearly possible. 4 :: Had the #A 2 been greater than two, we could have used a designated symbol a~A a to mark the cells in (0a+ noklk~Z a} and then used A 2 --{am} to encode the cell states of M 1 . The "blocks" P~ would be located from the a~ symbols eliminating the need for the Wo(P~) and WI(P~) cells. However, when 7~Az = 2, we no longer have the luxury of the disa (Added in proof): The configurations in C~ involving 0-walls and 1-walls do not have finite support. It is clearly possible to avoid such configurations by the choice of more complex transformations in T~ which would build 0-walls and 1-walls when" they are needed, and eliminate then when they are no longer needed.
tinguished am, and the boundaries of P~ must be established by a uniquely identifiable patterns in coding. The pattern of Wo(Pe) and WI(Pk) walls employed in the above proof is sufficient for the purpose, but it does not necessarily lead to an M~ with a minimal size.
This fact leads to the general problem of designing locally uniquely decodable d-dimensional minimal codes. In other words, given two alphabets A 1 and A~ such that #A 1 > #A2, and dimension d, find a partition blocking B(Ao, Po) with the minimal #Po such that (a) the dictionary F of codes : P0 -* A2 has cardinality #F >~ #A1 (note the walls of 0-cells and 1-cells are now eliminated), and (b) no matter how codes are assigned over the Pk, the boundaries of PI~ should be uniquely determined from the values of cells within a fixed finite neighboring region of P~.
Suppose now, for #A 2 ----n, we construct a set A of length t words in A~ such that for all pairs of words alas "" a, and bib s "" bt in A, none of the overlaps asa ~ " " a,bl, aaa 4 "" a,blb s ,..., a,blbg. "" b,_ 1 are in A. Such a A is called a comma-fi'ee dictionary of length k in A2, because any string of words wlw 2 "" w~ E A* can be locally uniquely deconcatenated. Let W(n, t) denote the greatest number of words that such a dictionary can contain. For various pairs of (n, t) such a number is known (see, e.g., Jiggs, 1963) .
Coming back to our problem, it can be restated in the following form: Given the size t of the kernel block P0 and As, which shape of Po permits the largest dictionary A of locally uniquely decodable codes ? We conjecture that, for every dimension d, kernel block size t, and size n of the alphabet -//s, if we take P0 to be length one along all coordinate axes, except a coordinate axis that has length t, and use comma-free dictionary A of length t words in As, then it will be at least as efficient as any other coding scheme. We also conjecture that this comma-free dictionary for "linear" block P0 is by far the largest among all possible shapes of Po. We do not have a proof for this, but the reasoning behind this conjecture is that this choice of P0 makes it necessary to establish a boundary only in one direction, while any other choice of Po will make it necessary to extablish boundaries in other directions as well, which would most likely impose additional constraints Oll A. A systematic construction of comma-free dictionaries for various partition blockings in higher dimensions appears to be mathematically challenging.
Given a blocking B(Ao, Po) and a compatible dictionary A, whether or not A is comma-free is always decidable. However, for large P0 and As, exhaustive checking becomes tedious, and the search for a simpler test appears to be warranted.
Another 
XII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The main purpose of this report was to present some results obtained in our attempt to make precise the intuitive concept of two tessellation automata being "essentially" the same. Clearly, the concept of behavioral isomorphism is essential for our purposes.
On the other hand, it seems likely that alternative definitions for the concept of "structural" isomorphism are possible.
We have seen that TA related by R, -/R~ are structurally isomorphic. We would be interested in knowing whether or not a structural isomorphism between M 1 and M2 implies M 1 can be changed to M~ by a neighborhood permutation and a coordinate transformation.
